
ImaSight

4600H DR
C h i r o p r a c t i c  S y s t e m

Don’t just make an image.  Make an impact™.

It’s about precision.
With 16 million pixels and phenomenal HD images to present to your patients, razor-sharp 
images can help empower your practice, educate your patients and reflect the high 
standard of patient care you’ve set in the profession.

It’s about speed.
From zero to diagnosis in less than 10 seconds: High-definition images from the ImaSight 
4600H arrive in seconds, permitting immediate and faster diagnosis. And modifying the 
image is a snap - adjust contrast, brightness, and perspective on-the-fly and in real-time - 
that’s the digital revolution.

It’s about your bottom line.
With easy-to-use ImaSight Vision™ software annotation tools at your fingertips, you no longer 
have to explain what you’re seeing to your patients, you can show them – giving them a strong 
reason to book their next appointment. Stop talking TO your patients – and start communicating 
WITH them. 

It’s about time… to expect more. 
The reality is that film-based practices, just like the consumer film industry itself before it, is now 
giving way to the advantages only found in digital x-ray technology and advanced software.  
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One 
demonstration 

can change 
everything. 

 

Knowledge is power: Make 

an informed decision by 

attending one of our weekly 

webinars or scheduling an 

online demonstration.  Visit 

www.ImaSightChiro.com 

- and see for yourself the 

difference digital technology 

can make in your practice.

iPad® not included.

http://www.imasightchiro.com


“From day one of calling ImaSight through its purchase and installation, my questions 
were handled thoroughly and with a personal touch. I researched all the other leading 

units and ImaSight was simply the best.”   - Dr. Roger Borbon
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Sensor
•  Direct to Digital (DR) 16 Megapixels
•  Image Acquisition time: 7 - 15 seconds
•  Target Area: 14” x 17” / 35.56cm x 43.18cm
•  Resolution: 4.6 lp/mm / Pixel Pitch: 108um
•  DICOM compatible images
•  ADC 16 bits
•  Maintenance free

Acquisition Workstation PC
•  Dell Inspiron 620 Intel® Core™ i3-2120 
    processor (3MB Cache, 3.30GHz)
•  4GB Memory
•  Windows 7 Professional 
•  1 TB Hard Drive 
•  External Backup Drive – 1 TB

High-Resolution Monitor
•  Touchscreen
•  23’’ HD touch Screen
•  2.0 Megapixel [1980 x 1080] LCD
•  Monitor Arm

Cables/Power Supply
•  Ethernet cables (15’/4.57m + 3’/0.91m) 
   + Ethernet isolator 
•  Ethernet Network Cable (14’/4.26m) 
•  6 input surge suppressor power strip

ImaSight Vision Software
•  One (1) Vision Capture Station License.
•  Two (2) Vision Diagnostic Station Licenses.
•  Includes a two (2) year subscription for all 
    software updates and new releases, toll-free
    telephone and remote online software support. 
•  Additional ImaSight Vision software licenses 
    are available.

Warranty
•  Five (5) years on sensor.
•  Other components, such as computer, monitor, 
    and related equipment carry manufacturer’s 
    warranties.

The ImaSight4600H DR is part of the Infusion 
and Ultimate Systems - only available from 

ImaSight.  Learn more about these systems at 
www.ImaSightChiro.com

ImaSight
4600H DR Specs

Show your patients powerful HD x-ray images 
in seconds - anywhere in your practice.

Optional configuration. 
Large screen and laptop 

not included.

If a picture is worth a thousand words, 
imagine what an annotated x-ray is worth!

With ImaSight in your practice, you can:
   •  Not only tell your patients your diagnosis - but show them.  This leads to
       increased patient visits, increased profitability, and a fast ROI!
   •  Finally transform your x-ray room from a cost center to a profit center!
   •  Qualify for financing through our financial network - regardless of credit score!
   •  Adjust contrast, brightness, and perspective on-the-fly.
   •  Free yourself from maintenance worries - unlike our 
       competitors’ equipment - the 4600H does not contain moving parts.
   •  Benefit from a sensor that requires no special cooling and has no 
       electronics exposed to x-rays.
   •  Say goodbye to film:  Leave storage issues, messy and costly chemicals,
       and high doses of radiation where they belong - in the past.
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